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Scope-. and Objectl.ve .:of the 
. ' 

Present Work 



Scope ;and Objective of tbe-~~esent Work 
.. ~ -

Earlier elementary theory of thermal diffusion column was first put forward by ·-

Furth. The theories developed so far are either complicate·d or have missed 

one or more essential physical points. Further, the development of the classical 

thermal diffusion column th~ory is based on the rig~rous m.athematical concept 

of hydrodynamics mixed ~ith a n~t transfer of componen~s of a gas mixture 

up. and down the column under the temperature gradient. As a re~ults, the 

column constants are evaluated analytically. The analysis needs calculations 
. -

with high speedy computer. Still it is found that there:is a wide disagreement 

-between th~ theoretical formulations of the ·column parameters with their 

experimenta_l results . 

.-3.1. General theQry 

An ideal column with two concentric cylinders is shown in Fig 1.3. The 
- -

cold an~ hot walls of radii rc and. rhare ~ept at temperatures Tcand Th 

respectively. The hydrodynamical eq~atio_n in cylindrical coordinates for a ~iven 

gas mixture confined in the column is 

1 a ( dv)- dp 
- T"" 11r-d - dz - pg. - r ur r 

............... (3.1) 

where v is the convective velocity parallel to z axis of Me column. Now the . . 
rate of heat flow per unit area per unit length of the TD coluf/lflis given by 21tQ 

where 21tQ = 21trA. ( ~ ~T ) . ur 

Thus we have . 

~r =- ~ . ~T , ..................... (3.2) 

establishing the fact that the operator ~r isr~pl_~ced by. the operator -~T . 

. Th£? equation forth~ transport of the lighter component (J
1

) along t_he -- -

tube of the column is· 

. . - . . 

where C1 is the mass fractions and v1 is the velocity of the lighter component·_ 
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along the z axis of a TDC. Here,v1 is not a function of z . .For the steady state 

condition· ~~. =o, thus eq (3.3) beco'mes.. . . . . - . 

........ (3.4) 

· For simplicity the 'term which gives rise to- the longitudinal diffu~ion is 

. omitted here. This will be taken ·into account later on. 

lntrbdu.cing a new function G(z, T) which is· defined by:· 

Be · r '~Q3 . 
- 1 G(zT)= "" J 3z ' · [ D ] 1r p 12 

where J1r is the radial flux of the lighter component per unit, area per unit time, 

eq. (3.4) becomes 
l 

1 . 3 . [ 3012 -] . 
v1= J..,r2Q2p-. ST -/..,- G (z,T) ·. . ............... (3.5) 

Neglecting the term :;~z which is supposed to be· very small, the 

hydrodynamical equation_ in terms of v1 becomes 
. ·• 

_§__ (__!_:.) ...§_ (11/)_§_ ( 1 )_§_ [. pD12G (T)] =- 3p 
3T r2A BT. //.., 3T Ar2p 3T /.., - _g .3T' ... .'.(3·6) . 

with the boundary conditions : 

G(T ) = G{T ) = G'(T ) = G'{T ) = 0 
C h , C. h ......... : ........... -..... (3.7) 

' To find out the total upward transport of the lighter component let us suppose . · 

Using G(TJ=·G(Th) = 0, total upward transport becomes 

~,= ~~ ~ T, ~~~ ( P~,. ) G (T) dT. 

c 

.......... : .. : .... (3.8) 
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The net transport of the lighter component finally becomes: 

. H K dc1 
't= cc+ --. 

1 1 2 c dz , ................. (3.9) 

Taking ir~to account bf the longftudinal diffusion effect the ex~ct transport 

equation is 

. de 
't = H c c - (K + K ) - 1 

1 1 2 , c d dz ................. (3.1 0)'' 

The initial transport co'efficient H, convectiv~ remixing coefficient Kc and the 

diffusive remixing .coefficient Kd are respectively given by : 

PD . a 
(-T) TT G(T) dT, 

and 

21t 1Th 
K = - r2/vpD · dT 

d Q T . 12 
c 

If the steady state situation is acheived in a TDC the net transport 't
1 

of 

· the lighter component of a gas mixture up the column is zero. Eq. (3.1 0) thus 

becomes: 

.......................... (3.11) 

is called the equilibrium separation factor of the lighter and the heavier. 

components of a gas mixture in a TDC of geometrical length L. 

The column the_ory developed by Furry, Jones and Onsager1> was further 

extended both theoretically and experimentally by Mason,Munn and Smith2l .. 
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Since then most of the current experimental works are directe.d to estimate 

the experimental aT of isoto~jc, isobaric and non-isotopic binary gas mixture 

as a function of temperature or composition. The experimental results thus 

obtained are compared with the theoretical aT by both the elastic or inelastic. 

collision. theories of thermal diffusion deriv-ed by Chapman-Cowling3> and 

Monchick-Munn and Mason4> rel:;pectively .. Unfortunately, the experimental· 

results obtained so far could hardly pe explained by the existing theories3
•
4> 

3.2. Column Calibration Fa-ctor . · 

Under such context, Ach~ryya et al5>, Datta.et al6> ~nd other workers7-8> 

have introduced a scaling-factor F s called Column Calibration Factor (CCF) to 

determine aT of any binary gas ~ixture in a thermal diffusion column (TDC) . 

. The role of the CCF'was extensively studied and the CCF is now regarded as 

the best experimental ~arameter tO determine aT Of any b;in,ary gaS mixture. 

In absence of reliable theoretical possibility to estimate the ac~ual 

experimental aT through the us~ of rigorous column theory Acharyya et al5) 

used this F s to get temperature as weiJ as composition dependence, of aT of 

any binary gas mixture. The exp~rimental. ar obtained by the CCF method · · 

- from the· available data are found to be of the same order of magnitudes 

maintaning almost the same trendwith respect to temperature or composition. 

Thus it become necessary to derive the functional relationship of.F s with the 

geometry .of the TD column. 

In order to modify the_ existing column theory of Furry, Jones and 

Onsager1> and to get the reliable aT of a binary gas mixture, the CCF which is · 

a apparatus constant is introduced. It is defined as5•6>.· 

................. (3: 12) 

The eq (3.12) was widely used by A. K. Datta to establi~h the role ofF sin 

his Ph. D dissertation6>. F s is really a useful parameter in thermal diffusion .· 

column experiments to estimate the actual experimental aT of any binary gas 

mixture. 

From eq (3.12) it is clear that the logarithmic of the maximum separation 
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factor lnq . is related with F which solely depends on the column geometry 
'· max s . . . . • . . 

and the mean gas temperature of the TD column. Further, it is free from binary 

molecular interaction mod13l and is purely an apparatus constant. The 

temperature dependence of Fs for a large number of columns of different column 

geometries were extensively studied by a large number of workers5:6 from the 

available· experimental data. 

As the transport co~fficients H, Kc and Kd are proportional to p2• p4 and p0 

respectively, p being the pressure in atmosphere, eq (3.11} can be written as: 

.............. (3.13) 

where .a = (HL/Kc) p2 abd b =(KiKJ p4
. As there exists asymmetry in the 

column geometry, Jones and Furrry9> simply added·a term K called the remixing 
. ' p ' 

coefficient proportional to p4 to~the denominator of eq (3.11 ). The eq(3.13) 

takes the form : 

........ (3.14). 

where a' and b' are related With a and b as 

a = a' (1 +K /K ) and b = b' (1 +K /K ). . p c p c 

Thus a' ahd b' are the parameters governing the nature of variation of 

~xperimental lnqe against pressure p at any mean gas 'temperature or 

composition of the binary or ternary gas mixture: It is also evident. from eq · 

. (3.14) that as the pressure p increases lnq~ increases ~nd ev~ntl)ally reaches 
' . I~ 0 

'a maximum value of lnq at p = (b) 4 for which~ (lnq ) = 0. Thus · -
e , up e 

a' lnq · = -= 
max 2/Fl • ....... : ............... (3.15) 

a' and b' of eq (3.14) can, however, be calculated by solving the following 

equation_s satisfying the experimental data of lnqe against p in atmosphere: 

L p4 lnqe = a' Lp2 
- b'Linqe 

L p6 lnqe = a' Lp4
- b'Lp2lnqe 

,' 

Using known and reliable ar of any ~alibrating gas mixture and their 
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· lnq in a TDC, F of that column can be obtained from eq (3.12). The obtained max s 

F are always found to satisfy an empirical formula of the type : 
s . 

......... : .............. (3.16) 

where A, 8 and C are three coefficients depending on the geometry of the 

column. The relations of F with T for a large number of columns were s . 

extensively studied by Acharyya et al5> and Datta et al6> and following equations· 

were arrived at : 

(i)· r = 1.37 em· 
- C I rh= 0.6 em; L = 149 em 

F = 68.9480-0.3175 T + 3.71'38 x 10- 4 T2 s 

(ii) r = 2.15 em; c rh = O.Scm; L=120 em. 

F =. -66.5220 + 0.3502 T- 4.1879 X 1 o-4 T2 s . 

(iii) rc= 0.943 em; rh = 0.319 em; ·L=154.4 em .. 

- -

F s = 91.153- 0.3156 T + 3.3446 x 1 0-4 T2 

(iv) rc= 0.9525 em; rh = 0.0795 em; L = 487.7cm. 

Fs = 67.194- 8.5052 X 1 o-2 f + 1.0993 X 1 0·4T2 

\ 

· (v) rc = 0.943 em; rh = 0.08 em; t = 152 em. 

F = -56.7230 + 0.2462 T - 0. 7 497 x 10-4 T2 
" s 

- . 
From the above equations ofF s against Tit is obvious that F 

5
's of different 

columns are the same except their coefficients· A, 8 and C ofeq (3.16) are of 

varying n;1agnitudes and signs. This is proba~ly 'due to different values of r/rc 

with varying geometrical length of the TO column. Te,mperature dependenc~ 

ofF s for different TO columns5
-
6> are, however, illustrated in Figs 3.1 and 3.2. 

Thus keeping in mind that F splays a vital role in thermal diffusion£ column 

experiment, a rigorous study of experimentallnqmax of dif(erent interesting pair 

of molecules with reliable a.T are needed to arrive at the temperature 

dependence of F s for a TO column. A lar~e number of experimental values of 
'' . 

F s so far obtained in TO columns of different geometries may be used to arrive 
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at a unique expression ofF sin t~rms of rc. rh. LandT. This study also observes 

how far F s is a sil)lple and useful parameter to determine the existence of 
' . 

. elastic or ·inelastic collision effects10> among molecules in thermal diffusion. 

The column thus calibrated by using reliable aT and lnqmaxare now used 

simply to determine aT of other binary molecules from their available lnqmax's 

in the same column. Obtained aT's are necessarily compared with other aT's 

by the existing methods using column shape factors (CSF) of Lennard- Jones 

binary molecular interaction m.odel, Maxwell's model and Slieker's molecular 

model independent methods. The aT's obtained from the CCF method are 

compared with the theoretical aT's due to elastic or inelastic collision theory 

according to their needs. The comparisons are ·well displayed graphically in . 

Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for some systems under investigations6>. It is clear that the 

aT's by t~e CCF method are in dose agreement with the theoretical a/s. 

Although, the aT's based on the Maxwell's molecular model are continuou~ 
. . 

with respect to T, still in most of the cases they are found to be one order of 

magnitude less than those by the other methods. As the cold wall temperature 

held fixed Lennard·- Jones binary mol.ecular interaction model is inapplicable 

in most of the cases. The molecular model independent Slieker shape factors 

(CSF) were also used5•6> to get aT's. These aT's can hardly explain the 

theoretical values. On the other hand, the experimental ~·s by the CCF method 

maintain the same trends and magnitudes with respect to their theoretical 

values. ~he experimental aT's as obtained from the CCF method for He-T2. 

He-HT and He-HD molecules when compared with the theoretical ones 

revealed the fact that Fs plays an important role to yield the actual aT's with 

respect to T for the molecules under investigation. 

Elastic collision effect is usually expected on a symmetric diatomic 

molecules like T
2 

where the angle dependent part of molecular potential is 

trivial in comparison to eccentrically loaded .. sphere molecules like HT and 

DT. Interestingly the magnitudes ar;1d.their ~rends of aT's with respect toT as 

obtained from the CCF method for He-T
2 

mixture are in accordance with the 

theoretical aT's due to elastic collision effect. This study, however, observes 

inelastic collision effect in He-HT and He-DT molecules. 
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Attention to the transport coefficients, H, Kc and Kd. through rigorous 

formulation of lhe column theo'ry is, therefore, shifteq to a simple F s whic;:h is 

suppose? to be free from pi nary molecular interaction model. R.a_ther F s depends 

entirely on the geometry of the column. Consequently it becomes necessary 

to explore the functional relationship of Fs with r~, rh, L ahd Tofthe TO column; 

3.3. Molecular Force Parameters 

Ttie intermolecul_ar force potentials for different moiecules had 'alreaqy 

been detarmined by a large number of workers11> where v~rious equilibrium 

and nonequilibrium properties of gases and gas mixture have been used. The 

properties of the gas mixture rather depends on the interaction potentials . 

. between the like or unlike molecules which tends to musk the dependence of 
- 'l_ 

this property on the unlike potential parameters. Musking effect was much . 

greater in case of viscosity, thermal conductivity and virial coefficient while in ' 

thermal diffusion it is much reduced. The available experimental aT data of 

the· gas mixture may thus be used to determine the force parameters of the 

interacting molecules undergoing thermal diffusion. 

' 
. Using the method of graphical translation Mason·and Rice_12>, Srivastava 

and Madan13> had estimated the mol.ecular force parameters.' The method was 
- ' 

further refined by Saxena and Srivastava14> on the basis_ of molecular exp-6 

·model. 

The theoretical expression of aT for a binary gas mixture due to Chapman 

and Cowling3> is: , 

················· (3.17) 

* Sjl Si, xi' xi' and Cii are explicitly explained elsewhere5).The principal contribution 

to the temperature dependence of aT com_es from the factor (6Cit -5) of eq 

(3. 17). The other terms of eq (3.17), say 'g', depends strongly on the 

composition of the gas mixture and very weekly on ·its temperature, Thus 

aSSUming the . temperature dependence Of (XT comes from. the factor 

· (6 Cii*-5) alone, one can obtain the potential parameters of the molecules. It i~ 
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obvious from eq (3.17) that 

log aT = log (6Ct - 5) + log g 

Further since T* = T/(e/k) one may have 

log T* = log T -log (e/k) . 

................... (3.18) 

...................... (3.19) 

In order to have suitable tranl:ilation along the x and y axes (6C*ii- 5) 

against T and logarithmic of reliable experimental valu~s of aT against log Tare 
. ' . . 

plotted on the same graph paper. Experimental curve can thus be made to · 
. . . 

coincide with the theoretical curve and .the tra-nslation gives e/k and 'g'. By 

takil}g into account the small variation of 'r;f with temperature evaluatio_n of e/k 

can·, further, be refined using the values of e../k and 'g' obtained earlier. 
- ~ . 

Using the translational method Srivastava and Srivastava15> had 

determined the p~tential parameter of the unlike interaction b~tween the pair of 

molecules like Ne-Ar, Ne-Kr and Ar-N
2

. The method ~f translation ·actually given 

by Mason and Rice12>· was emplqyed to d~termine e/k by Jhe method of_ 

successiv~ approximqtions. Using expressions for binary viscosity molecular 

diameter cr .. 's were determined. The unlike force parameters (e../k)'s and cr .. 's 
IJ IJ IJ 

were then utilised by Srivastava and Srivastava15> to calculate the temperature 

dependence of aT's of the binary molecules. Although the obtained results were 

not always close to the. experimen_tal data, the potential parameters obtained 

by them:are close to the literature values15>. This lead to interesting factthat the 

temperature dependence of aT has become an important tool to investigate th~ 

potential parameters of the like or unlike molecules. 

On the other han~. the graphical translation proeedure is complicat~d 

and lengthy. In the cpurse of evaluation of ei/k the p~ocedure:) often invites 

personal judgement. A simple mathematical relationship has, therefore, been -

. developed to yield the force parameter of molecule from thermal diffusion._ 

· ~._The principal contribution to the temperature dependence of ~T comes 

from the f~ctor (6C*ii- 5) while the other term 'g' is a comp9sition dependence 

factor, depends very weekly on temperature. Thus 'g' can be- assumed fairly· 

con~tant for a short rang_e of temperature and for fixed composition .. Paul 
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et al1°> had shown that 

............. · ............. ;. (3.20) 

where A and 8 are two arbitrary constants. Similarly, it is easy to assume that 

C* .. is a function of i* like 
IJ 

C* .. = C + D /T* 
IJ 

........................... (3.21)_ 

where.~ and Dare two oew constants and f* = T/(eo'k). Substituting C*ii in eq 

(3.18) one may have 

(aT)ther = (6C-5)g + 6Dg/ T*. ..._ ..................... (3.22) . 

' 
·Using the fact that ( aT)ther = ( aT)expt we can have from eq (3.20) and eq (3.22) · 

that 

g =A /(6C-5) ........................ (3.23) 

Experimental ~ at any· two temperatures. can give the constants A and 8 of 
. J - -

eq (3.20). To evaluate C and D of eq (3~21) any two arbitrary T* is chosen. 

Corresponding C* .. for ( 12-6) L-J potentia!17)1 is u'sed to determine the constants 
IJ - . 

C and D. Finally C*ii can be expressed in term of A and C of eqs ( 3·.20) and . 

(3.21) respectively as : 
. I 

* (a) C .. = j_ { T expt (6C-5)+5} ......................... (3.24) 
IJ 6 A . 

C*ii thus fixes T* and the molecular force parameter (e/k) can be obtained 

from the relation : 

' . 

(e/k) =TIT* ........................ (3.25) 

Taking ihto account the small variation of 'g' with temperature the entire 
\ . . ' 

procedure-as. explained above rep!3ated again to yi~lq more ctxrect (e/k). 

The mathematical procedure as ment_ioned above was· employed in this 

thesis to determine e/k and crii of the binary molecules like, Ne20-Ne~2 , Ar36-
Ar40 Krso_Krss Xe1zs_Xe13s CQ2B-CQ29 CH 16-CH 11 and N 2s_N 29 from the 

I I . I . . I 4 4 , 2 2 ' . 

temperature dependence of the experimental,· aT by the CCF method of the 

aforesaid molecules. The excellent agreement of the estimated e../k with the 
. . . • IJ 

· l_iterature values at once est~blishes the _fact that the method of pr~dicting aT·. 

by the CCF method is a reliable one. 
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